We introduce the concept of majorant-computability over the reals which integrates methods and ideas of the modern mathematical logic in particular de nability theory and continuous mathematics. We study properties of majorant-computable real and real-valued functions and functionals. In this framework we investigate de nability of majorant-computable real functions and functionals. A structural theorem is proved which connects the graph of a majorant-computable function with validity of a nite formula on the set of hereditarilynite sets on R HF( R) (where R is an elementary proper extension of the standard real numbers). We also nd interesting examples of real functions, a functional and a set which are majorant-computable.
Introduction
The semiring of natural numbers is a classical structure for which the concept of computability has been de ned and studied rather well. Although several de nitions were independently proposed (G odel, Church, or Turing), they turned out to be equivalent. In the case of computability over the reals the situation is essentially di erent from the classical one, since some nonequivalent notions have been proposed among others by Moschovakis 10] , Blum 3] , Freedman 6 ], Ershov 5] , Pour{El 14] , and others. This was apparently for the reason that di erent authors took notice of di erent aspects of computational processes over abstract structure in particularly over the reals. So in this case it is desirable to nd some more general and more Inst. of Math. University pr., 4, Novosibirsk, Russia, email: rita@ssc.nsu.ru y Inst. of Math. University pr., 4, Novosibirsk, Russia, exact formalization of a notion of a computable real function which would contain the formalizations considered so far as special cases. Such functions should be computable by appropriate computers, at least potentially and have a strong mathematical description. In this article, we investigate such a notion of computability presented in 13] . The characteristic property of this approach is that we do not use terminating algorithms in the de nitions. The result of computation is de ned by a nonterminating process computing closer and closer approximations to the result. We study de nability of majorant-computable functions, functionals and sets. One can see to this property as to a denotation semantic of computing processes. A structural theorem is proved which connects the graph of a majorant-computable function with validity of a nite formula in the set of hereditarily nite sets HF( R) (where R is an elementary proper extension of the standard real numbers). The functions majorant-computable in our approach include an interesting class of real total functions having meromorphic extension on C.
This class in particular contains functions that are solutions of known di erential equations. We introduce a notion of majorant-computable functionals and inverstigate properties of them.
Basic notions
Throughout this paper < R; 0; 1; +; ; > will be the standard model of the reals, denoted also by R, where + and are considered as predicate symbols. Let Th(R) be the rst order theory of R. Let N denote the set of natural numbers and Q denote the set of rational numbers.
We use as one of the basic conceptions de nability in a model of objects by a rst order nite formula from a special class. Montegue 9] proposed to consider computability from the point of view de nability. Later, many authors among them Ershov 5] , Gorgon 7] point attention to properties of this approach in conformity to various basic models. We base on the following notion of de nability in a structure M with a nite language. Bold face indicates sequences, in particular x = x 1 ; : : : ; x n , y = y 1 ; : : : ; y k .
Let ( x) be a rst-order formula in the language of M. The formula is said to de ne the set f(r)jM j = (r)g (in M), and a set of this form is called a de nable subset of M. A 1. There exist n 2 !, a 1 ; b 1 ; : : : ; a n ; b n 2 R 0 f+1; ?1g, The class of -formulas is the closure of the set of atomic formulas under^; _; 9x 2 t; 8x 2 t; 9, where 9x 2 t ' denotes 9x(x 2 t& ') and 8x 2 t ' denotes 8x(x 2 t ! ').
We de ne a -formula as negations of a -formula. The class of -de nable functions (respectively sets) is the intersection of the class -de nable functions (respectively sets) and the class ofde nable functions (respectively sets).
We can note that the set M is 0 {de nable. This facts makes HF(M) a suitable domain for studying functions from M k to M and subsets of M n .
Barwise pointed attention in 1] that one might consider -de nability as de nition of computability for an arbitrary structure M. Proposition 4 1. The set N is -de nable.
2. The class of total -de nable real functions is closed under composition.
3. The class of total -de nable real functions coincides with the class of total -de nable real functions. 6. There is an universal real{valued -de nable function in the class of -de nable real{valued functions.
7. An -de nable real function is the e ective union of algebraic functions de ned on disjoint intervals with algebraic endpoints. To introduce majorant-computability we need a notion of prime extension of R. De nition 3 A model R of Th(R) is called a prime extension of R, if there exists t 2 R such that t > n for every natural n (denoted t > N) and R is the real closure of the ordered eld R(t). De nition 4 Let R be an elementary proper extension of R and t > N. Immediate from 0-minimality of R 1 and R 2 . Lemma 3 Let R be a prime extension of R. For any -formula '(z; x) there exists a -formula ' (x) such that for all x 2 R n ; t > N, HF( R) j = '(t; x) $ HF( R) j = ' (x): Proof. Let '(z; x) be a -formula. Proposition 3 implies that there exists an e ective sequence of quanti er free formulas such that
By 0-monomality of R, for all i 2 ! there exists c i 2 R with the property: fxjR 1 j = p s (x; y)g (c i ; 1). It follows that for all i 2 ! HF( R) j = ' i (t; x) $ HF( R) j = 8t t ' i (t ; x) HF( R) j = ' i (t; x) $ HF( R) j = 9t8t t ' i (t ; x):
As we can see this is the required -formula. 2. There exist a prime extension R R, and a -formula determining a function F in the model HF( R) with the property F j R = f.
3. There exists a -formula, which in any elementary proper extension R R, determines a function F with the property F j R = f.
Proof.
1 ! 2) Let f be majorant-computable. By Lemma 1, without loss of generality, we can suppose that there exist a prime extension R of R, a sequence ff s g s2! of lower -approximations of f, and a sequence fg s g s2! of upper -approximations of f. The sets D 1 (x) and D 2 (x) are -de nable and countable, so by Lemma 4,  there exist a function h 1 (n; x) numbering D 1 (x) and a function h 2 (n; x) numbering D 2 (x). Then put f s (x) = max n s h 1 (n; x); g s (x) = min n s h 2 (n; x):
The sequences ff s g s2! ; fg s g s2! are those required by the construction. Let f s (x) = y * ) HF( R) j = s (t; x; y); g s (x) = y * ) HF Corollary 4
1. The class of majorant-computable real functions is countable.
2. There exists an universal majorant-computable function for the class of real majorant-computable functions.
Corollary 5 Let f : R ! R. 
So, the epigraph of f is a -de nable set. Similarly, the ordinate set of f is a -de nable set. 
Majorant{computable functionals
The aim of the following is to transfer our approach on the case of real-valued functionals. Let F = ffjf is a total majorant-computable real functiong.
We use the notation for the set of -formulas and for the set offormulas.
De nition 11 Let 
